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 Background

 The testing effect

 Application



The testing effect

“the finding that taking a test on previously 

studied material leads to better retention than 

does restudying that material for an equivalent 

amount of time”*

*American Psychological Association. (2018, April 19). Testing effect. In APA Dictionary of Psychology. Retrieved April 10, 2024, from https://dictionary.apa.org/testing-effect  

https://dictionary.apa.org/testing-effect


Retrieval practice: What
 The act of recalling 

information from memory



 Motivates focus

 Creates and strengthens 
neural connections

Retrieval practice: How



Retrieval practice: Why
 Provides a positive learning benefit 

under a wide range of formats and 
timing conditions 

 Improves student learning more than 
other study tactics

 Effective even with low or no intrinsic 
motivation



Application
 Decide what content you want students to remember

 Create questions to help students recall that content

 Deploy after the library session

 Provide feedback after each question, when possible

 Use LMS question analysis tools to investigate 
effectiveness of questions



Example: Content
 General intro to library, importance to college success, 

how to reach out for help

 Scholarly and popular sources

 Use of books in research - why, and how to locate in 
catalog and on shelves



Example: Question
Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of a scholarly source?

A. Authored by an expert or researcher
B. Published by an academic press or in a scholarly peer-reviewed 

journal
C. Written to share original research or insights with other experts
D. Widely available on the open internet
E. Always includes a list of references



Example: Question
Which of the following is NOT a characteristic of a scholarly source?

A. Authored by an expert or researcher
B. Published by an academic press or in a scholarly peer-reviewed 

journal
C. Written to share original research or insights with other experts
D. Widely available on the open internet
E. Always includes a list of references



Practice: Improve this question
Should popular sources be used for a college research assignment?

A. Yes
B. No
C. Maybe so (It could lead to other types of credible sources!)
D. I have no idea



Practice: Improve this question
Which of the following is true about the kind of sources you should 
use for your college research assignments?

A. Most college research assignments require use of scholarly 
sources.

B. Credible popular sources, i.e., sources aimed at general 
audiences, may sometimes be used, depending on the context.

C. Always read assignment directions carefully and thoroughly, 
and proceed accordingly.

D. All of the above



Practice: Improve this question
Name one reason a researcher might choose to use a book.

Note to workshop attendees: This was originally a short answer question, where 
any one of the following was an acceptable answer. Try converting it to a multiple-
choice question.

 In-depth coverage of a subject

 History and chronology

 Overview of a big topic

 Background information

 Reference lists of additional sources



Practice: Improve this question
Which of the following is true about using books for college research 
assignments?

A. Books are not considered to be scholarly sources.
B. A book can provide an overview of your topic (including 

background information, history, and chronology) and 
point you to other sources.

C. Before using a book in your research, you must first read it 
cover to cover.

D. E-books don’t count as “real” books.
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